
We look forward to blue skies and the prospect of 
more time to relax. For our parental community and 
staff we remember that the annual school holidays as 
part of growing up. The holidays gave us the chance to 
do more of what we wanted without the demands of 
the school bell and teachers who had the cheek to 
make us do lots of work when we were in school. 

For school students in 2019 the summer still means 
exactly the same thing. It is a chance to find and grow into the new, older and wiser, 
version of themselves. For our departing S6 students, who have gained so much from 
and given so much to Broughton HS for a third of their lives this is the start of the next 
chapter in their lives. They are moving from the river into the sea, with its broad hori-
zons and still uncharted waters.     I am confident that they will be able to navigate 
those waters and make the most of the opportunities they offer.  

Recently our new cohort of S1 students, still in Primary 7 uniform, spent three days 
sampling what Secondary school would bring to them. This enthusiastic group threw 
themselves into their activities with their new classmates and I witnessed large        
numbers actually running towards the front door long before the start of the school 
day as they were so excited about what the day would bring. We all look forward to 
their next six years at our great school. 

For staff the summer break brings a welcome and much needed chance to unwind and 
take a break from the constant challenge of working flat out to meet the needs and 
aspirations of our students. Many school staff have worked in other fields prior to  
coming into education. While the concept of targets, deadlines and high standards is 
shared across every profession, what teaching brings is the added dimension of      
emotional commitment to the children and young people. Yes, we want to make them 
better at the subject we teach but fundamentally we enable them to grow as well-
rounded young adults. We often get this right through hard work and professional      
expertise, and when we do the sense of reward is incredibly affirming. When things do 
not go according to plan we tend to ask ourselves what more can we do to get it right 
next time. This is a constant self-imposed demand which takes place through long 
working days, evenings and weekends, so it is no wonder that the summer break brings 
such a welcome opportunity to recharge our batteries! 

There have been many highlights during the 2018-19 academic session. Last August the 
SQA results showed that our seniors yet again performed remarkably well. Every day in 
classrooms I witness young people fully engaged in learning and indeed helping each 
other to learn. Nationally recognised successes across several curricular and extra-
curricular pursuits illustrate how talented our young people are, and indeed how much 
encouragement they gain from their parents behind the scenes.  

Meanwhile our community garden, built literally from the ground up, is now            
blossoming. As well as giving our students the chance to learn and be part of creating a 
tangible enhancement to their local environment, the edible products from the garden 
will be used to combat food poverty in our part of the city. A massive well done to all 
involved in supporting and physically creating this new space. By doing so they have 
captured the essence of our school. 

May you and your families grow and blossom over the summer weeks. We look        
forward to welcoming you back in August. 

Letter from the Headteacher 
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On Tuesday 4 June, we visited the Salters’ Festival of Chemistry at Heriot-Watt 
University, Edinburgh. We started the day with a welcome from Professor 
McCoustra, the Chair in Chemical Physics at the University, before going to the 
lab to embark on our first challenge, the Salters’ challenge.  
 

This was all about Forensic Science and combined code-breaking, clues and  
experiments. It was really good fun. After lunch, we did our second challenge. 
This was about problem  solving and experimenting. To finish off the day, we 
headed to the lecture theatre to a hear fun, interesting talk on extreme           
temperatures with some cool demonstrations.   
 

Overall, a really fun day out. 

EIFF Schools Film Competition Finalists 
 

Three Broughton pupils from the Nat 5 and Higher Media classes were  
selected from over 80 entries as finalists for the Edinburgh International 
Film Festival Schools Film Competition.   

Elisa Vota, Erin Bruce and Isla Munro all made outstanding short films and 
were thrilled to see their work up on the big screen at The FIlmhouse!   
Elisa was also shortlisted for Best Cinematography for her beautiful film 
‘Firelight’.   

Miss Robertson, Mr Fyfe and the whole Broughton team could not be 
prouder of their achievement. 

Nurture Provision 

Science 
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The Nurture Classroom has seen many exciting activities this year, with       
pupils being engaged in photography, film making, gardening, arts, crafts 
and cooking. Pupils have worked hard to develop their social and emotional 
skills and strived to meet personal targets.  

Pupils have supported our current P7s during transition events and also 
helped out with numerous school events like our P3/4 sports days.  

Our Nurture provision will continue to change and grow as we go into the 
new academic year with 2 new IDL groups in S1 and S2 being created.  Pupils 
will get the opportunity to work on resili-
ence,  compassion and empathy. Looking 
forward to getting our groups started and 
working our new neighbours, The Learning 
Base. If you haven’t seen our wonderful 
set up, do pop in to visit. 

A huge thank you to all our helpers 
throughout the year, in particular Lee Rice 
who has volunteered and supported our 
groups so well. Good luck to him with his 
studies, we will all  really miss him! 

Media 
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Every Tuesday morning during the summer term a group of green-fingered S1 
pupils have been taking part in the Botanics Gardening Project. 

They have been involved in preparing soil by weeding and digging in order to 
plant vegetables in our very own plot. Throughout the season we have          
planted potatoes, onions, garlic, beans, radishes and lettuce. As well as being 
green-fingered our pupils have been creative with felt and paint in order to 
identify our plot with signs. We invite you to take a walk through the Botanics 
in search of Broughton’s plot.  We will return after summer to harvest our        
vegetables and cook our produce on the BBQ and taste our delicious food! 

 

S1 Botanics Gardening Project 

Mrs Murray and Mr Marinello (Fred :-) 
Support for Learning Department  

Maths 

Scottish Mathematical Challenge 
 

Thanks to all students who took part this year in this two part problem solving competition.   Bronze winners were 
awarded their certificates and our Gold and Silver winners were invited to attend the prize giving ceremony at  
Heriot Watt University. They enjoyed a talk by Dr Mark Wilkinson, Heriot-Watt University.  Well done All,  From 
your Maths Department and we hope more get involved next year!  Watch this space. 
 

Secondary Division Results 
 

 Bronze Awards   Silver Awards   Gold Award 

 Chara Aitken   Rosie Brett   Calum MacLennan 

 Xander Proud   Maia Trees   Florence Wilson 

     Akshay Gautam 

     Benjamin Lockhart 

Our S3 Leaders have worked hard to ensure our S1 students (now entering 
S2) are registered online with My World of Work.  This site, run by Skills 
Development Scotland - allows all students to explore their personal skills 
and qualities through interactive activities before matching these to       
potential study and employment opportunities.   
 

Known as "My World of Work Ambassadors", their achievements were  
recently celebrated by Skills Development Scotland at a reception held at 
the Edinburgh City Chambers.   Most of these S3 students continued with 
their development to achieve their Level 5 Leadership qualifications and 

further Saltire Awards to recognise their outstanding contribution to the school and its students. Congratulations 
to the amazing Eve McKail, Jake Pethick, Carly Russell, Iona Muir, Grace Kean, Hollie McMullan, Tammy Whalen, 
Finlay Robertson, Scott McNab and Finlay Sinclair for your confident and successful achievements. 

Mrs Karen Woods 

S3 Leadership 



We would like to say thank you and farewell to Annie Horsman and Hélène Pahin.  Mrs Horsman retired at the 
end of May and we wish her a long and happy retirement. Ms Pahin, who has been working at Broughton as 
part of a teacher exchange, will return to her job as an English teacher in Paris.  We will miss her very much and 
wish her well for the future.  

We would like to welcome our new French and Spanish teacher, Ms Océane Maes, to Broughton.  Similarly we 
would like to welcome back Mrs Fedrizzi who returns from maternity leave. 

 

 

Modern Languages 

 

On 22nd February, Higher and Advanced Higher French, Spanish and 
Mandarin students took part in an immersion afternoon held at          
Edinburgh University.   

 

The pupils were required to hear and speak their chosen language all 
afternoon during a variety of language activities.  This was excellent 
preparation for speaking exams a couple of weeks later. 
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Farewell and Welcome 

French Exchange 

Three years ago we established a link with Collège Saint Joseph in Nozay, near Nantes.  Pupils have been       
exchanging letters since then.  Recently we have decided to strengthen our partnership by establishing an       
exchange with the first one planned for May 2020.  Ten Broughton students will travel to Nozay, near Nantes, 
to stay with their exchange partners and take part in a range of activities, including a visit to our partner school.  
Collège Saint Joseph will visit Edinburgh at the end of the month.  Mrs Tosh and Mrs Gristwood will accompany 
the exchange. 

Immersion Course 

S3 Business Brunch 

In January a group of S3 students  attended an event at Dynamic 
Earth.  They were able to meet business leaders to discuss careers 
involving languages.   

 

They also took part in more focused workshops with a range of 
businesses.  They heard about the career pathways of several       
employees and how they use their language(s) in their day-to-day 
business.  
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S1 pupils visited the Tourist Office on several different            
occasions over the year. They were able to find out about         
Edinburgh as a tourist destination and practise the Spanish 
they have been learning in their Enterprising Edinburgh course.     

Class 2.1 and Mrs Wilson took part in an exciting new                
partnership initiative between City of Edinburgh schools and          
Edinburgh University from January to April. An Edinburgh            
University student, Ingrid Nyborg, was linked with class 2.1 and 
together they embarked on 
a language project          
investigating French cities 
through language and     
culture.  Over the months 

they worked on short videos and these were showcased at the              
university in April.  We were very impressed with their work and they 
enjoyed their day out.  

Baccalaureates 

S1 IDL Visits 

Languages Beyond University 

This year three students completed excellent Baccalaureate        
projects - two in Languages and one in Social Sciences.    

Wiktoria Wroblewska (pictured) focused on Polish as her           
language of choice and investigated government help to small 
businesses in Scotland and Poland.  Laura Strzelak chose French 
as her language and included Psychology in her project as she               
researched mind-sets with particular reference to higher                
education.  Finally, Kyle Jorvina-Rudden completed the Social 
Sciences Baccalaureate and for his project he researched the  
importance of psychology in advertising practices.   

All three sixth year candidates produced outstanding work and 
we wish them well for the future.  

Chinese New Year Event 

Mr Huang accompanied a group of students to take part 
in the City of Edinburgh Chinese New Year Celebrations 
at Leith academy.                                                                    
Students took part in a series of workshops relating to 
Chinese language and culture  



In May 40 Broughton students enjoyed a 
visit to their former primary school -       
Flora Stevenson Primary, Granton          
Primary, Ferryhill primary and               
Stockbridge primary - where they 
shared their language learning with      

Primary 7 students.   

 

Each Primary 7 class had prepared a 
range of learning to show to our students 
and our students had done likewise.  Pri-
mary 7 were able to experience some of 
the learning and activities they will take 
part in when they come to Broughton.  
Broughton students were able to answer 
their questions about moving on to high 
school.  We were very impressed with 

the Primary 7s’ excellent level of French. 

 

 

Modern Languages 

 

Session 2019 -2020 will see the arrival of two new courses.  We are delighted to welcome Jane 

Chrumka who will be teaching British Sign Language to a group of S3 students.   

 

We would also like to welcome Dr Wael Abdou who will be preparing students for GCSE Arabic exams.  
These will be offered to students who already speak and Arabic regularly and will be done through 

Broughton's bilingual programme. 
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Cluster Learning Visits 

British Sign Language and GCSE Arabic 

Twitter 

Modern Languages at Broughton is on Twitter.  We regularly post language-related tweets such as news 
from Spain, France, Italy and China, school languages events and student success.  Follow us 

@BroughtonML. 
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 Erasmus 

Science teacher, Stephanie Shearer, is pictured sharing 
her Spanish language skills with her S4  chemistry class.  
 

Since receiving a second round of Erasmus funding, 
nine members of staff have embraced this opportunity 
for professional development. As well as language 
teachers, staff from history, guidance, science and   
support for pupils have attended language schools in 
France, Spain and Italy to enhance and develop their 
language skills with a view to supporting modern        
languages across the curriculum.  

Erasmus + is the European Union programme for        
education, training, youth and sport. It allows staff to 
teach or train abroad, to develop their professional 
practice, build relationships with international peers, and 
gain fresh ideas. 

Gymnastics 

Gymnastics Showcase 

Our 4th annual Broughton Gymnastics 
Showcase took place on 6 June.   We 
had over 150 participants including 
gymnasts from Broughton HS and all of 
our cluster primary schools. It was great 
for the Primary pupils to see what can 
be achieved if they continue their         
gymnastics.  

Competition Results 

Lothian Schools 
Level 1 - 3rd place 
Level 2 - 1st place 
Level 3 - 1st place 
Scottish Heats 
U19 girls - 2nd place 
U16 girls - 1st and 2nd place 
U14 girls - 1nd place 
U13 girls - 1st place 
Scottish Finals 
Level 4 - 2nd place 
Level 4 - individuals:          
Jordan 2nd floor,                     
Lucy 1st floor. 

British Finals 
 
Well done to the following gymnasts 
who represented Scotland and          
competed really well:  Jordan, Eva, Lucy, 
Jessica, Sophie, Paige, Grace, Annabel, 
Chloe. 

Coaching Qualifications 
 

This year a number of young 

people were involved as         

coaches. Without their hard 

work the cluster primary clubs 

would not run so successfully. 

Thanks to Eva, Louise and Honor 

for all your hard work.  



The Broughton Swim Team joined 80 other schools to compete in the Scottish Swimming Relay Championships in 
early June. The girls were entered into the S3/4 Freestyle and Medley to their best of their abilities in both races. 
They were up against strong competition and unfortunately didn’t place. The boys took part in the  Freestyle and 
Medley races for S1/2 boys and ,once again, performed exceptionally well. They did not place in the Freestyle 
Medley but finished just outside the top 3 in the Medley competition. 

Congratulations to the swimmers below: 

Girls Team   Boys Team 

Millie Milne    Ben Gray 

Abbi Reid    Ruairidh Bain 

Kate Gray    Greig McVicar 

Ellie Hunter    Daniel Ritchie 

 

 

Sport 
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Scottish Schools Swim Relay Championships 

Once again Broughton High School competed in 
the annual Beach Games Event for S1-3 students 
on Thursday 6 June at Portobello Beach.         
Broughton entered teams for Athletics, Cricket, 
Girls Football, Boys Football, Netball, Boys Rugby 
and Volleyball.  
 

This is the most teams we have entered, and the 
results proved it was worthwhile. Not only did the 
students have a great time (the weather stayed 
dry) but they were a credit to the school.             
Congratulations to all teams and the results are 
below: 
 

Boys football – 1st 

Athletics – 1st 

Cricket – 2nd 

Volleyball – 3rd 

Netball – 3rd 

Football girls – 4th 

Beach Games 

The Broughton S1-S3 Girls Football team have been 
involved in the Girls Football festivals since the start 
of the academic year. The commitment by the girls 
have been great at these festivals with Broughton 
attending every single one no matter where in the 
city they were being held on a Friday afternoon. The 
team have gone from strength to strength and Miss 
Pia could not be prouder. The girls have enjoyed the 
festivals so much that they are now training twice a 
week and have seen massive improvements.  

Keep up the good work ladies! 

Girls’ Football 
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 Table Tennis 

 

As part of the School Sport Competition Programme 
run by City of Edinburgh Sports unit, Broughton High 
School took part in the S1-S3 Table Tennis competition 
after school at Craigmount High School. Craig Taylor 
and Liam Clark, both in S3, competed against different 
schools across the city. The boys did Broughton High 
School very proud and lost in the final to the Craig-
mount Team. Congratulations to Craig and Liam on 
their efforts. 

Edinburgh Active Schools have been working with a group of young leaders in     
S4-S6 in a city wide project to help pupils gain experience and qualifications in 
sports they have a passion for. Cat McCready, the Active School Coordinator, has 
been mentoring pupils Tania Anani, Deji Folorunso, Louis Pettinger, Louise           
Robertson and Jennifer Dunne since the start of the year. All these pupils are 

now delivering different sports such as football, 
Table Tennis, Hockey, Netball and Gymnastics as 
part of the after school programme at the High 
School or Cluster Primaries. As part of the 
Coaching Academy, the young Leaders have met 
like-minded pupil’s city wide in various         
workshops such as Multi Skills Training and       
Disability Awareness Training, First Aid and Safe 
Guarding and protecting Children.  

The pupils have been great role models and can 
be seen taking clubs every day of the week after 
school at Broughton.     

Coaching Academy 

Rugby 

This year BHS has taken part in the schools Tier 4 
competition within Edinburgh.  

This is a competition for U14s and U16s. As a 

 result of the continued growth of rugby at the 
school, along with the buy-in of all those                 
involved, both age groups were able to attend all 
their fixtures and we also managed to secure           
several wins.   This has added to the players’         
enthusiasm and is very evident within their          
training and how they play. We plan to be in the 
same conference next season. This will allow us to 
grow the programme at BHS next season and focus 
on our goals of progressing to full 15-a-side games 
for our U14s and at least a 10s team for the U16s.  

On behalf of Edinburgh BATs rugby I would like to 
thank all the pupils who have played in the games, 
as well as their parents/guardians, and the school 
PE team and active schools for their support to 
allow this programme to run.  



 

Support for Learning 
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Inclusion Base – Student Evaluation Results  

Last month, students who attended our Inclusion Base & 1:1 Youth Work sessions this year completed a survey.  
It was good to get positive feedback and also valuable to gain student’s views and suggestions about                 
improvements we can make. 
Key findings: 

85% rated the base & 1:1 sessions as ‘EXCELLENT’ or ‘GOOD’ 
80% felt their ATTENDANCE at BHS improved 
80% felt their BEHAVIOUR at BHS improved 
75% felt that their WELLBEING at BHS improved 
95% felt that they got the HELP WITH SCHOOL WORK they needed  
65% felt that base helped them to achieve QUALIFICATIONS 
85% would RECOMMEND attending the base to their friends 

Students’ suggestions for improvements:  

‘Nothing, it’s good’  

‘Let us have more of a decision when we get to come to the base’.  ‘Pick times so we are more likely to go’  

‘Give us more time in base’  
 

 ‘Do more fun things as in drawing/going out etc.’  
 

‘Nothing’ ‘Less pressure from teachers to go and do work’  
 

‘I don’t see anything needing to be improved. It can sometimes be crowded but everyone works well so it’s not a 
problem’ 
 

‘Maybe don’t have lots of people in one space, it isn’t practical. 

The new ‘Learning Base’ 

We took into consideration students’ suggestions for improvement and set up the new ‘Learning Base’ and 
opened to students earlier this month. We are now located in the old CLD space next door to the Nurture Room.  
It is a larger space and has brand new furniture and features. So far student feedback about the new space has 
been positive.  We look forward to supporting more BHS students now that we have expanded! 

We’ve been working hard in the Learning Base to support those students having difficulties with Maths and    
English. There are a number of reasons that pupils may have fallen behind and we have provided a more         
personalised learning experience in conjunction with normal lessons. This targeted supported has helped to        
remove some of the barriers faced and pupils have made some impressive leaps in progress, securing National 3 
and 4 qualifications and working towards National 5 in Maths & English.  

Next year we are organising intervention groups, targeting pupils in S1 and S2 who need to brush up on their 
numeracy skills. These sessions would be in addition to normal maths lessons. By providing a supportive and  
encouraging environment, we hope to provide opportunities to practise skills, consolidate understanding and 
help pupils feel more confident and better able to tackle their work in class. 

What We Do 
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SfL Staffing 

Prince’s Trust ‘Achieve’ Programme  

This term we were lucky to welcome to new members of the team;:  Isla McLeod our new Youth Worker and        
Mrs Hubbard, our new Learning Base SfL Maths teacher.  We also will say a sad farewell to Ms Nasir who leaves us 
to begin her teacher training – we wish her all the best.  We are recruiting at present and look forward meeting 
our new team member in August.  

On Tuesday 11 June, we enjoyed a lovely evening celebrating 
our students’ successes. We felt honoured to attend and 
were incredibly proud of everyone’s achievements.  Well 
done to all our students! 
Special congratulations to our Support for Learning faculty 

prize winner, Alexander Fortune Duff who is now in S5.         

Alexander has made significant contributions to the work of 

the faculty this year.  He voluntarily helped to create and  

deliver an assembly to the school on Autism Awareness.    

Alexander was incredibly brave and kindly shared his          

experiences with students.   He also has supported two of our 

P7 Positive Start transition days. The students benefitted 

from his assistance during the Treasure Hunt activities and 

we are very grateful for all his help.  Alexander has also achieved academic success 

this year and has been a pleasure to support within classes.  Well done Alexander!   

Celebration of Achievement 

Congratulations to S4 student Sam Milteer for successfully completing the Achieve Programme earlier this term. 
It was great to hear about all the activities he participated in, see photos and celebrate Sam’s  achievements at 
the awards ceremony.   Well done! 

Keep up with the latest SfL Faculty news by following us on Twitter @broughton_sfl 

Happy Summer Holidays 
from the Pupil Support 

Team!   



 

 

Expressive Arts 
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Art & Design Department 

It has been another busy year in the Art and Design           
Department.  Along with a change of staffing we have 
also hosted 3 PGDE (Secondary) Art and Design students 
from Moray House School of Education, Edinburgh        
University.  The students brought a variety of               
experiences and skills to the department and engaged 
with staff and students alike.  During the            
student  placements Broughton pupils were 
involved in a diverse range of lessons            
including Aboriginal inspired skateboard       
design, Pop Art inspired collage, 3D clay work, 
group work and large scale representations of 
local architecture. 

Edinburgh artist Eduardo Paolozzi inspired 
S1 pupils who were working with our PGDE       
student Ms Graham.  The work of Paolozzi 

was a starting point for their clay tile design 
project and our pupils were so enthused by 

the experience that they wrote to the           
National Gallery of Scotland at the Mound 

to ask if their work could be exhibited there.  
Amazingly the response was positive and at 

the start of June their Paolozzi tiles were        
included in an exhibition which was open to 
the public.  Ms Wingate and Ms Graham                

accompanied the pupils on their visit to the gallery where they also took part in a  workshop 
called, ‘What’s Art got to do with me?’ 

 

“It would be great to see these pieces on tour, or in a permanent display. Very creative and 
inspiring.” 

 

“These are impressive artworks. At first sight I would not have guessed the artists’ 
age. You have a fresh,  natural raw approach to art.  Keep on exploring and don’t let 

anyone stop you from doing it. I can tell you have a lot to say so keep making              
amazing art.” 

 

            Sir John Leighton Director-General of National Galleries of  
Scotland said,     

                                                                       “Well-done S1 pupils! Your tiles are amazing and we have enjoyed 
showing your work and the considered re-imagining of Eduardo 

Paolozzi’s work.” 
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Art & Design/2 

Isabel Madden also exhibited work in the exhibition.  Isabel is      
going to study at Edinburgh College in the coming year and hopes 
to     secure a place at Edinburgh College of Art next year.  Isabel 
explored self-portraiture this year and included links to a variety 
of subjects which have motivated her throughout the year. 

The Art Department would like to take this opportunity to thank our Broughton parent Kim McGillivary for the 
motivating portfolio workshop he ran for us this year.  It was a fantastic opportunity for pupils to see a range of 

work completed by applicants for courses at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee.  We hope that  
continued links will provide our pupils with a broader understanding of possible career and further education 

paths.  The viewing of the folios also provided inspiration on techniques and styles for the completion of             
National, Higher and Advanced Higher courses. 

 

Also in the Art and Design Department our Higher Photography students have embraced the new SQA Higher, 
sitting the first written paper and successfully producing a range of creative responses to their chosen final           

project themes. Photographs of project work will be displayed within the school once work is returned from the 
SQA in November.  We hope you will have the time to have a close look at their very professional, original and 

distinctive outcomes. 

Music Department 

This year we are happy to report on the successful applications our pupils made to further 
education.  Iona Lynch, S6, has had an amazing year and was awarded the Faculty Prize for 
the Expressive Arts, Art & Design. We showcased her work in the department prior to her 
Advanced Higher folio being sent to the SQA for marking.  Staff and pupils admired the 

standard of work included in her folio and the creative solutions         
presented in line with her chosen theme of Midsummers Night Dream.   
Iona has been exemplary in her hard work, independent learning and 
determination to get into Art  College.   
 

She secured two offers, one at the Royal Conservatoire in Glasgow to 
study Costume and Prop Design and another at Edinburgh College of 
Art to study Costume Design.  Both courses are highly competitive and 

we are very proud of her accomplishment securing her chosen destination of Edinburgh  
College of Art.  We are sure she has a very bright and creative  future ahead of her. 

Work in the Music Department has continued to progress and we have         
enjoyed  developing new units of work for delivery in the coming year.  Our 
summer concert was a fantastic success in which pupils from both the Music 
Department and City of Edinburgh Music School excelled. The quality of  
talent on show was varied and of an exceptionally high standard.   It was a           
wonderfully enjoyable evening for all who attended. This term we also 
worked with our local samba group Pulse of the Place. They ran a Samba 
drumming workshop with our S3 and S4 pupils.  It was a highly  energetic 
and  entertaining afternoon and the pupils thoroughly appreciated the      
opportunity to work with new instructors and to work together out with the classroom setting.  We look forward to 
welcoming them back to build on this partnership in the coming year. 

As a department, we have had a successful year and look forward to building on this next year with the                
introduction of Music Technology.  Participation, as always, is strong with our extracurricular music groups and we 
sincerely hope this continues into the next academic year.  We look forward to seeing you all at future events in the 
Expressive Arts Faculty. 



 

 

Expressive Arts 
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Drama Department 

A fantastic opportunity came up for our senior students in 
June this year.  Ann Dawson, casting agent at  Summerhall, 
ran a careers event for anyone with an interest in film,       
television and theatre.  The event provided our senior           
students with the opportunity to discuss career pathways 
and to learn about a film her agency are casting for at the 
moment.  We hope this may lead to some of our senior       
students popping up on a big screen in the near future! 

 

The Drama Department also ran a series of Youth Theatre 
workshops for S1, S2 and senior pupils.  This provided pupils 
with the opportunity to experience Drama outside the          
classroom, working together to create new pieces and to develop a range of new skills.  This will ensure that our 
learners have a broad understanding of the variety of opportunities that exist beyond the classroom. 

 

Staff in the department also enjoyed a diverse selection of theatre trips with pupils this year.  Visits to the theatre 
included seeing Dracula, Macbeth, Twelfth Night and  Dark Carnival,  and The End of Eddie which was part of the 
Edinburgh  International Festival/Edinburgh Film Festival.  The next Edinburgh Festival show pupils will be         
enjoying is Mouthpiece following the summer break. 

The department was delighted to award the Faculty Prize for the Expressive Arts, Drama Performance, to Josh 
Barlow and Taylor Learmonth. 

 

On Friday 21 June we had the opportunity to participate in a ‘Careers in 
the Film, TV and Theatre Industries’  discussion with Casting Director,  
Anna Dawson. 

 

She gave lots of great information about working in those industries and 
about life working as a casting director. She gave us tips on how to        
succeed in casting workshops and what not to do, such as not learning 
your lines! 

 

She gave us contact details for the 
3 main casting agencies in        
Scotland and told us to get in 
touch and to keep trying.  She said 
‘if you want to work in this          
industry you have to make those              
opportunities happen and not give 
up - just keep trying even if you 
don’t succeed the first 50 times           

                you might on the 51st!’ 
 

After the session she gave our teacher, Mrs Wyman, a list of 12  people 
she would like to see again for a filmed casting for a new movie!! 

 

Here’s hoping :) 
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Faculty News for the Year Ahead 

SAGT Worldwise Quiz 

Zander Nisbet, Tahlia Tremain and Rosie Brett fought off tough competition 
from the length and breadth of Scotland (literally from Aberdeen to Ayr) to win 
the SAGT Worldwise Quiz.   
 

There were 9 teams in the Grand Final, which got whittled down to four for the 
final round.  Our intrepid team shows how hard work really pays off.  The team 
have met in Ms Mair’s classroom every lunchtime since winning the regional 
heat.  The final clincher round was entitled “Who Dares Wins” -  our team      
absolutely nailed it! 

Geography 

Plans for the coming year in Art & Design included the return of  
Broughton Draws.  Entries for the competition this year came from 
staff, parents, community users and pupils.  The range of entries 
was varied and evidenced amazing, diverse talent.  This coming 
year the chosen theme is ‘My Favourite Things’.  Broughton Draws 
will be taking place the week beginning  12 September 2019.  The 
Expressive Arts  Faculty will also be running taster sessions for    
parents and carers this year.  These will run in the early evening 
and provide an opportunity to develop new skills and                     
understanding of the Expressive Arts and lLarning at Broughton 
High. We will keep you posted on what you need to do to take part 
at the start of the new term. 
 

We will also be running Expressive Arts assemblies that week.  The first assembly of the week will be headed by 
Helena Goode, Design Lecturer at Edinburgh College.  Helena’s  passion for creativity and the power of education 
will, we are sure, inspire our learners at Broughton.  Each area of the Expressive Arts faculty (Music, Drama and 
Art & Design) will be represented during the week to ensure pupils’ understanding of the role of the Expressive 
Arts in their future careers, learning and life is enhanced. 
 

We look forward to an exciting year ahead in the Faculty.  We have new staff joining us and fresh new ideas to 
engage learners in all year groups.  We hope to see you all in the coming year as we work towards building a 
greater presence in the school community where pupils’ creativity, ingenuity and success is celebrated. 



 

 

Debating 
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This year’s Student versus Teacher debate was based on the idea of 
resilience and having a growth mindset.  With that focus, the topic was 
… “The World is Doomed –Just Give Up”.  The teachers argued for 
proposition, with students opposing - rallying to declare that we need 
to rise up, make changes and keep working to make global changes. 
 

Thank you to teachers, Ms Hunter, Mr Bradley, Mr Rae and Mr Fletcher 
for their bravery and hilarity with props and costumes.     A mega thank 
you to our amazing S2 students who displayed their impressive        
rhetorical skills to a crowded Assembly Hall … and won.  Well done to 
Isabel Opat, Corin Wake,  
Rosie Brett  and Lori Law. 
Well done too, to the 
Broughton Debaters for 
attending after school      
workshops on Mondays and 
Wednesday, and competing 
in the recent Inter-school 
tournament  hosted here at             
Broughton.                   

Here’s looking to another 
wonderful year next year. 

Edinburgh International Festival 

The countdown is on!  
 

Opening event  

The Edinburgh International Festival will kick off at Tynecastle Stadium this year  
(2 August), with the LA Philharmonic Orchestra playing music from the movies,  

Hollywood Bowl style:  https://www.eif.co.uk/whats-on/2019/laphil-tynecastle 
 

Tickets are free and available from 1st July. Don’t miss out!   

Here, in school, we have thoroughly enjoyed the following EIF Learning and Engagement involvement over the 
last three weeks.  

Opera Project 
Four professional opera singers and their piano accompanist       
introduced the plot, the characters and the music of Tchaikovsky’s 
opera, Eugene Onegin, to a packed Music School Recital Room on 
the morning of Friday 14 June. Most of the pupils who attended 
this workshop will get free tickets to attend the full version of the 
opera in the EIF in August!  

Dance Workshops 
 

Members of Scottish Ballet were in school all day Monday 17th & 
Tuesday 18th June to introduce the S3 specialist dancers to a brand 
new narrative ballet which features in this year’s EIF programme. The 
participants thoroughly enjoyed the experience and are very much 
looking forward to seeing the ballet for themselves in August. 
 

https://www.eif.co.uk/whats-on/2019/laphil-tynecastle
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Social Subjects 

Amsterdam Trip 

A fantastic trip to Amsterdam in June 2019 for S2-S6 pupils. We      
visited the Anne Frank House, Van Gogh museum, Kamp 
Westerbork and had a relaxing canal cruise. Pupils were given a 
brilliant tour of the Amsterdam Arena, home of the club Ajax. 

A painting of Jews who were deported to Kamp 

Westerbork awaiting trains for the death camps. 

Ajax Stadium 

Dressing Room 

Some examples of S1 Inspiring Purpose.   Some of the pupil work was outstanding this year and showed high 
levels of reflection and clear values that they wish to see in the wider world. 



Social Subjects/2 
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Stirling Castle May 2019 - All S1 pupils visited Stirling castle this may for an excellent presentation and tour of 
this historic landmark. 

Pupils in S1 swearing an oath to 

complete their History 

The big sleep out - Mrs Thomson, Mr Cudlipp, Ms Oldham, Mrs French and oth-
er Broughton staff being brave to  support homeless charity.  All staff and some 
senior pupils did the sleep out in Princes Street Gardens. 

Alice Thomson presenting to 

seniors at Broughton 

Brilliant Christmas Ceilidh at Broughton 

S1 RMPS Belief and Action 

project- excellent piece of 

reflection  
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City of Edinburgh Music School  
The 2019 leavers gave themselves a sizzling send-off at their 
Graduation Recital on Monday 17 June.   

Stellar solo performances were interspersed with ensemble 
pieces, and the evening was rounded off with the customary 
all-inclusive finale: an inventive patchwork of favourite     
classical tunes, culminating in a mellow cover of ABBA’s 
Thank you for the Music . 

L-R:  Elisa Vota, David Watson, Ethan Gillespie, 

Morven Warren McArdle, Hannah Morrison, Leon 

Social Enterprise in Education Awards Show  
at the Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh  

Broughton High School received a Champion 
Award at the 12th annual Social Enterprise in    

Education Awards, sponsored by Kibble and Big 
Issue Invest.  And whilst fellow Broughton pupils 

took receipt of the award from Deputy First         
Minister, John Swinney, CoEMS students Ethan 
Gillespie, Keara Koterwas and Leon Thomson      

provided the musical entertainment .  Duddingston House 250th 

Anniversary 

Stephanie Humphreys, clarsach, 
and Lucy Ruuskanen,  violin, were 

among a group of  CoEMS students 
who performed for the 250th           

anniversary of historic Duddingston 
House.   Playing a mixed                  

programme of C18th music, the      
musicians, along with costumed 
attendants, filled the house with 

period  atmosphere. 

Students Ethan Gillespie, Keara Koterwas, 
Chiara Lordi talk to Deputy First Minister, 

John Swinney, at the Homecoming 2       
concert at Edinburgh’s iconic Queen’s Hall 
on Monday 4 March.  Part of the Hall’s 40th 

birthday celebrations, the performance 
also marked 20 years almost to the day 

since former CoEMS student Martyn        
Bennett’s masterpiece, Mackay’s Memoirs, 

was commissioned to commemorate the         
centenary of his alma mater. Students past 

and present joined together for a         
memorable revisiting of this powerful 

work. 

Xander and Elianna 
Proud perform al fresco 

for the launch of 
Broughton High School’s 

community garden.    
The sun shone as the 
music flowed for the 
very enjoyable picnic 

lunch.   



Community Garden Progress 
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It’s been a busy year outdoors!  Several S2s from the nurture 
group took on the challenge of reinstating a path through the 
woodland area at the back of the school and then using the cut 
branches to create dens.  They were very enthusiastic and  
within weeks they had created a meandering path through the 
woodland which will now continue to be maintained to provide 
a quiet retreat for pupils! 
 

This provided easier access to an area of densely accumulated 
litter and the task of removing it was taken on by the John Muir 
Award pupils, run by Rachel Dines.  They also did litter picking 
in other areas of the school grounds, as well as along the Water 
of Leith and around Inverleith Pond.  We also worked alongside 
the Stockbridge Community Trust to clear some of the invasive shrubs and litter on Deanhaugh Path in         
preparation for the redevelopment of that section of the Water of Leith. 
 

Various groups, including pupils doing their Rural Skills and others completing part of their Duke of Edinburgh 
Award, have been working hard to transform the old tarmac basketball pitch into a productive community        
garden.  It’s filling up with raised planters thanks to Mr Grieve and his groups of pupils, which in turn have been 

filled with hard core and soil by some dedicated pupils and 
then planted up with a wide range of bedding plants,        
flowers, fruit and veg.  The  increase in numbers of birds, 
bees, butterflies and ladybirds is evidence enough of how far 
we’ve come so far this year! 
 

A gardening club was offered to S1s in September and 
there’s now an enthusiastic and dedicated team of 5 (Isabel, 
Hannah, Rosie, Yasmin and Lori), with a few others who 
come when they’re able, during the Wednesday lunch break 
and despite having a limited time once they’ve finished their 
lunch, they’ve achieved a wide range of activities.              
September was a busy month for planting including          

raspberry canes, blackcurrants, strawberries and spring flowering bulbs which had been kindly donated. During 
the autumn and winter, the group helped to make bird feeders from plastic bottles (which were topped up each 
week with more seeds), fat balls, and a bug hotel to help the wildlife.  They learnt how to sow seeds and we 
now have a wide variety of crops growing in the planters including            
radishes, spring onions, lettuce, cauliflower, leeks, red onion, runner 
beans, peas, beetroot, parsnips, courgettes, carrots and potatoes.  The      
pupils are really enjoying watching the progress each week from their hard 
work! 
 

For some pupils it’s been their first experience of working in a gardening 
environment and for others it’s just enhanced their love of the outdoors.  
It’s benefitted pupils in different ways, either by learning to successfully 
work as part of a team, gaining confidence by learning new skills, feeling 
calmer, developing their social skills, or simply just enjoying being outside 
in the fresh air!  
 

The gardening club runs on Wednesday and Thursday lunchtimes.           
Everyone welcome. 
 

Jo Clark 
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Punctuality 
Late-coming continues to be a problem for some students. We would like to 
stress the importance of  being on time and highlighting the impact of regularly 
being late. 
  

• Missing out on information 

• Falling  behind with work 

• Disrupting the learning of others 
 

We have introduced an extra bell in the mornings and at lunch time. These bells are rung 2 minutes before the 
start of the school morning and afternoon sessions and are to support punctual arrival to classes.  
 

We’d be grateful if parents would support us by ensuring that your child leaves the house in plenty of time to 
get to school. The dark, cold mornings make it difficult to get up and out of the house, but this is such an         
important life skill and should be learned at school.  

Thank you for your support.  

Dates for your Diary 

 Wednesday 14 August 2019 Pupils return to school 

 Monday 16 September 2019 Autumn Holiday—school closed 

 Friday 11 October 2019  Last day of Term 

 Tuesday 22 October 2019 Pupils return to school 

Lockers 
Lockers are issued to students from around mid September. They cost £10, for the 
duration of your time at school, of which £5 is refundable on return of the key. If 
keys are lost, a duplicate will be ordered, but the deposit is then forfeited. Forms 
are available from Reception.  

School Uniform 
Thanks to all parents who have supported Broughton’s uniform policy this term. Our students look very smart 
and we regularly have members of the public commenting upon our students’ appearance. It’s good to see our 
youngsters out and about in the community representing Broughton with pride. As always, your support is        
needed to ensure that these high standards are continued throughout the winter, and so a reminder about our 
uniform follows:  
 

Girls        Boys         
  

Black trousers or skirt - NO leggings permitted  Black trousers  
White shirt and tie      White shirt and tie  
Blazer, black jumper or cardigan    Blazer or black jumper Black shoes Black shoes  
 

Blazers 
 

We have school badges, available from the School Office, free of charge to those who buy plain, black blazers. Blazers 

are available from most department stores, or larger supermarkets for around £25. We would love to see students from 

all year groups wearing a smart, black blazer with the school logo.  



CONTACT DETAILS 
Broughton High School 
29 East Fettes Avenue 
EDINBURGH  EH4 1EG 

 

Tel:  0131 332 7805 
Reception Hours: 

Monday to Thursday:  8am – 4.10pm/Friday: 8am-1pm 

Email:  admin@broughton.edin.sch.uk 

Broughton High School Twitter, Facebook and App 

We have official Broughton High School Facebook and Twitter accounts. 
 

If you would like regular updates about the school, please like our Facebook page, follow us on 
Twitter and download the school app! 

https://twitter.com/BroHighOfficial 
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To download the App scan the QR code above, or search 
‘SSA’ in the Apple or Google App Stores. 

 

Powered by www.appscentral.co.uk 


